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ABSTRACT.

RF-sheath induced heat loads are identified from infrared thermography measurements on Tore

Supra ITER-like prototype and JET A2 antennae, and are quantified by fitting thermal calculations.

Using a simple scaling law assessed experimentally, the estimated heat fluxes are then extrapolated

to the ITER ICRF launcher delivering 20MW RF power for several plasma scenarios. Parallel heat

fluxes up to 6.7MW/m2 are expected very locally on ITER antenna front face. The role of edge

density on operation is stressed as a trade-off between easy RF coupling and reasonable heat loads.

Sources of uncertainty on the results are identified.

1. INTRODUCTION

On several magnetic fusion devices, during additional heating of the plasma with waves in the Ion

Cyclotron Range of Frequencies (ICRF), specific localized heat loads have been measured at

extremities of open flux tubes around powered wave launchers [1,2,3,4]. They are generally attributed

to Radio-Frequency (RF) sheath rectification [5]. To design the ITER ICRF antenna and neighbouring

Plasma Facing Components (PFCs), it is important to estimate the magnitude of RF specific heat

loads, for an adequate range of ITER Scrape-Off Layer (SOL) plasma conditions.

The present paper complements and benchmarks an earlier study based on pure modelling [6].

Here RF-sheath induced heat loads are first identified from infrared thermography measurements

on Tore Supra (TS) ITER-Like Prototype (ILP) [V08] or JET A2 antennae, and are quantified by

fitting thermal calculations. Using a simple scaling law assessed experimentally, the estimated heat

fluxes are then extrapolated to the ITER ICRF launcher delivering 20MW RF power for several

plasma scenarios.

2. RF-SHEATH HEAT FLUX ESTIMATES ON TS AND JET

InfraRed (IR) thermography diagnostics monitor the front faces of TS [8] and JET A2 ICRF antennae

[9]. Several aspects of the IR measurements are exploited to estimate the heat fluxes quantitatively

and ascertain their extrapolation to ITER. For a given antenna the magnitude of surface temperature

elevation DTIR is proportional to the applied heat flux. The areas of interest selected for analysis only

heat up when the observed antenna is energized, thus identifying power fluxes specific of RF near

fields. These zones include the frame of the TS ILP and the septum of JET A2 antennae. Over several

pulses the core plasma density, the applied RF power and the radial gap to the separatrix were scanned.

Figure 1 shows that on JET ∆TIR is correlated with the product of antenna RF voltage with SOL

density at R = 2.85m from Li beam, with some threshold that remains to be interpreted. Similar trends

were recorded on TS [3] and are qualitatively consistent with RF-sheath theory [P89]. JET IR data

also suggest that heat fluxes increase when the toroidal strap phasing deviates from the standard

[0π0π] (see also [10]). On figure 2 heat loads on TS ILP appear highly localized and asymmetric, with

a maximum near the upper-left antenna box corner, in a region nearly tangent to the field lines. This

observation as well as inhomogeneous interactions with a nearby Lower Hybrid wave launcher [11],
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suggest RF-induced local E×B density convection near upper and lower ILP frame [2].

Fitting ∆TIR(t) with thermal calculation allows quantifying the heat fluxes Q⊥ normal to the

antenna, provided that the front face thermal properties are known.

Figure 3 illustrates how these properties can be inferred from ∆TIR(t) rise and fall, assuming

constant load during RF. In particular, as evidenced on JET divertor [12], JET time traces can only

be fitted by including in the thermal model poorly adherent layers, whose characteristics remain

loosely determined. These uncertainties, together with the imprecise localization of hot spots,

complicate the quantification of JET heat fluxes. The main source of uncertainty on TS (~18%) is

the IR emissivity of the B4C antenna coating. Typical heat loads are listed on table 1. On TS

parallel heat fluxes Q|| were not deduced from Q⊥, since TS fluxes are most probably not fully

parallel to B0.

3. EXTRAPOLATION EXERCISE TO ITER ICRF LAUNCHER

Following the simplest models in the literature [5], the extrapolation assumes that local RF-induced

heat fluxes are proportional to both the local Bohm flux and the amplitude of RF currents developed

by the antenna. This yields the parametric scaling

       Q|| = GBohm eVDCsheath ∝ n(Te + Ti)
1/2 (PRF / LRc)

1/2 (1)

where n is the local density, Te and Ti are local electron and ion temperatures, PRF is the coupled RF

power, L is the total length of radiating straps, and Rc is the coupling resistance per unit of strap

length. Eq. (1) is qualitatively consistent with the observed parametric dependences (Figure 1, [3]),

although it does not explicitly include RF-induced particle convection. In principle the DC sheath

voltage amplitude involves the topology of RF current flows on all metallic structures [8], i.e. the

detailed front face geometry [14] and the toroidal strap phasing (Figure 1, [10], [3]). In the present

exercise, no geometrical effect is accounted for, i.e. the ITER launcher is formally replaced with 6

TS ILP or 3 A2 antennae, with the total strap length L rescaled to ITER values. To preserve some

analogy with experiments, toroidal phasing is chosen [0π0π], a pessimistic option for RF coupling

for a given density profile.

All RF and (unperturbed) plasma quantities involved in eq. (1) are measured on TS and JET or

slightly extrapolated in the private SOL between antenna limiters. For ITER four cases of far SOL

profiles were considered, corresponding to scenarios 2 and 4 in the central plasma [L08]. For the

first 4cm in the SOL, density profiles were calculated by B2-Eirene [3]. Beyond, two extrapolations

were performed with different transverse transport coefficients, leading to short or long SOLs.

Temperature profiles were assumed flat consistent with typical experimental profiles [17]. From

these profiles, the RF coupling capabilities of the ITER launcher (april 2007 design) were estimated

numerically with the antenna code TOPICA [18]. Table 1 shows that SOL densities cover 2 orders

of magnitude, and correlatively Rc spans over a factor 3.
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Table 1 summarizes the extrapolated heat fluxes. Most pessimistic expectations from TS yield

Q^~1.9MW/m2 locally, and from JET Q||~6.7MW/m2. Extrapolated results are ~1.9-2.4 times lower

than peak fluxes inferred from modelling with ITER 2007 geometry [6]. Both modelling and

observations suggest that these peak fluxes are highly localized spatially. Despite lower DC sheath

voltages, “long SOL” profiles produce these highest heat fluxes, due to higher local density at the

antenna mouth.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

This work allowed both identifying experimentally RF sheath effects as a source of heat loads on JET

and ascertaining scaling laws for extrapolation. Quantitative heat fluxes cover a wide range. Several

sources of uncertainty were identified, attributed to 1o) errorbars on IR and SOL measurements; 2o)

poorly known thermal properties; 3o) simple extrapolation models; 4o) RF-induced density

modifications neglected; 5o) antenna geometry effect not accounted for; 6o) poor knowledge of ITER

SOL profiles.

Parametric scalings with n and VRF were evidenced. Competition between these two parameters

explains the variations of extrapolated heat loads with the plasma scenario: as already experienced

on TS [19], optimal ICRF antenna operation might result from a trade-off between reasonable RF

wave coupling (critical for short SOLs) and tolerable heat loads (critical for long SOLs). Depending

on the actual ITER SOL, the trade-off might be resolved by adapting the radial gap to the separatrix,

as on figure 1. Besides, RF sheaths could be reduced by optimizing the RF current flows on antenna

front face, without necessarily degrading the RF coupling properties [10, 14].
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  TS 41176           JET 70438 Sc. 2 long   Sc. 4 long     Sc. 2 short            Sc. 4 short

PRF (MW)      1.04         1.2      20       20 20     20

LRc (Ω)      1.21        35.2    44.24     16.54        17.99            13.13

Te (eV) mouth        10         20    11.7        23         11.7     23

Ti (eV) mouth        20         40    21.6       59        21.6     59

n (m-3) mouth  4.2×1017     2.5×1018 1.1×1018       6.0×1017      5.2×1015 3.9×1015

Q⊥ (MW/m2)       0.4        1.6  1.4/1.9    1.8/2.7     0.01/0.016     0.014/0.02

Q|| (MW/m2)         ?          4      4.8       6.7         0.04             0.05

Table I: RF-sheath peak heat fluxes extrapolated from TS and JET to ITER ICRF launcher using eq. (1),
for 20MW coupled, [0π0π] toroidal strap phasing and four SOL plasma scenarios.
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Figure 1: IR temperature elevation on JET antenna
septum, 2s after RF switch-on, vs product of local plasma
density by RF forward voltage in feeding lines, for several
gaps antenna-separatrix.

Figure 3: Fit of measured surface temperatures with thermal calculations and sensitivity studies to thermal properties.
a) TS case, thermal contact Hc of B4C coating; b) JET A2 case with surface layers.

Figure 2: Surface temperature pattern measured with IR
thermography during TS ILP operation. Superimposed,
sketch of front face.
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